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New Data, New Resources

Digital Coast

O ce for Coastal Management

Topic – Coastal Inundation (and check
out the new design for all topic pages)
GeoZone Blog – Good ol’ Rockyweb

Get back to communication basics with
the November issue of Coastal
Communicators.
Impact Story Database – Explore the
list of stories and use them in your
communication e orts. The most
recent stories are at the top.

Virtual Training O erings
Seven Best Practices for Risk Communication, December 9, 2021, 2 to 3:30 p.m. Eastern.
Register here.
Virtual – Facilitation Basics for Coastal Managers, December 8-9, 2021, 2 to 5 p.m. Eastern.
Email Jan Kucklick to register.
Fostering Behavior Change in Coastal Communities, January 6, 2022, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Eastern. Register here.
Economic Guidance for Coastal Management Professionals, January 12, 2022, 2 to 3:30
p.m. Eastern. Register here.

Tech Topics
Get Your Lidar Data to the Right Format

Because lidar data comes in many forms, there’s a chance you’ll need to convert it to a di erent
format before you can use it. We can help.
There are many tools available for this task, but let’s start with the Data Access Viewer, the data
delivery system used on the Digital Coast. The viewer includes additional elds beyond the usual XYZ,
so if you’re only looking for those values, you’ll need to remove the extra elds. After that, it’s pretty
simple. Find the data you’re looking for, set your options, and submit.
For more detailed instructions, check out this GeoZone blog. You can also email us,
coastal.info@noaa.gov, with any questions.

Stories from Your Peers
Creating a Comprehensive Plan for Resilient Salt Marshes
Salt marshes provide communities with important bene ts, so it is important
to understand where the salt marsh is located and what might happen as sea
levels rise and coastal development encroaches. New Hampshire developed a
high-resolution map of their salt marsh habitats, along with a resilience
assessment for each area. Doing so created a standardized salt marsh habitat
mapping approach and a habitat baseline against which future map updates
can be compared. The resulting New Hampshire Marsh Plan serves as a
screening tool to show where restoration, experimental science, land
conservation, and land use planning can be more e ective.
Read the full story.

Tips from the Digital Coast Academy
Understand—So You Can Create—Enforceable Policies
Reviewing a state’s enforceable policies, a Coastal Zone Management Act requirement, can feel
daunting. If only you could nd a list of red ags to spot problematic language that makes policies
unenforceable. Oh, wait! This self-guided training provides guiding checkpoints, reference
information, and example bills to give you practice identifying potential problems.
Some questions to ask yourself while you’re reviewing a policy include
Does the policy include mandatory language?
Does the policy contain a clear standard?
Does the policy discriminate against a particular coastal user or federal agency?
As always, email us with any questions.

Fast Facts

This is just one of the many coastal management fast facts and graphics provided for your use. Read the
list and let us know if there are others you’d like to see added.

Feedback? Please!
This newsletter is created for coastal professionals dedicated to keeping coastal communities
safe and productive. Please provide any feedback you may have to coastal.info@noaa.gov
NOAA’s Digital Coast
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